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Results of CWL April Panel Survey 
 
In lieu of the planned Panel meeting in April, we created a survey to find out what out which aspects 
of the project our engaged stakeholders perceive have worked successfully, and anything that they 
would like to see done differently in a future project. The aim of this engagement is to ensure that 
stakeholders’ input is included in future funding bids. It will also inform our end of project evaluation.  
 
We asked all participants the same question of what they thought had worked well and what could 
be done differently in a future project relating to the following key targets:  

a. Returner engagement: working with 85 Returners, from a target of 120, and the way in which 
Returners heard about the project 

b. ESOs: the geographic reach we achieved with ESO engagement 
c. Employer engagement: the geographic reach of the employers we worked with, and the 

different sizes of organisations. The number and type of pre-employment opportunities they 
delivered. 

d. Employment: having supported 3 Returners to secure employment, from a target of 30 by 
the end of May, and the number of job opportunities we shared.  

e. What do you think is important to include in a future project? 
 
Response Rate:  
 
Returners: 18 Returners participated which is a 21% response rate. This is a good rate, particularly 
given the timing of the survey.   
ESO: we received 3 responses which is a 13% response rate.   
Employers: whilst 7 employers responded, there are usually only 2-3 responses per question. This 
is a 12.5% response rate.  
 
What Returners told us:  
 
What worked well?  

 Word of mouth was very successful: lots of Returners found the project this way. This is 
likely a result of our social media presence. 

 Level of collaboration between CWL and ESOs: good information sharing 

 Employers working collaboratively at Panel meetings and Breaking Down Barriers sessions 

 Employer led workshops and visits 

What could be done differently in a future project?  

 A more co-ordinated approach from the VCSE, public and private sector in terms of 
promoting the project 

 More opportunities for Returners to network and recruit potential Returners 

 More opportunities for Returners and employers to work collaboratively 

 More access to jobs with genuine flexibility 

 Promote opportunities to volunteer, as this helps build confidence about readiness to work 
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 Encourage employers to work with organisations in the community that support wellbeing, as 
this will improve their understanding of the needs of Returners  

 
What is important to include in a future project?  

 More opportunities to meet with employers 

 More support for Returners to find training opportunities and courses 
 
What ESOs told us:  
 
What worked well?  

 Social media engagement 

 Financial assistance to allow Returners to engage with ESOs i.e. covering travel expenses 

 Opening up pre-employment opportunities more widely to include other beneficiaries that 
ESOs work with 

 
What is important to include in a future project? 

 More focus on community engagement 

 Clearer message to ESOs that referring their beneficiaries to CWL won’t negatively impact 
on their own targets or funding, but will help them achieve the outcomes they are working 
towards 

 More work placements from employers 

 More input from employers about how they shortlist candidates for interview 
 
What employers told us:  
 
What worked well?  

 Networking opportunities 

 Support and expertise of the CWL team 

 Bringing Returners into the workplace to find out more about what an employer offers 

 Panel meetings: gain a more diverse insight into the issues that Returners face which helps 
employers to improve their practice 

 
What could be done differently in a future project?  

 Work with employers to identify those who recently left employment because they felt that 
their caring role wasn’t compatible with their current employment, but who may not have 
wanted to stop working altogether 

 Supporting carers’ organisations to provide employment support, so that this can be 
delivered from a trusted organisation 

 Focus on a smaller geographic area, rather than the whole of GM 

 More involvement/inclusion of Returners at Panel meetings 
 
What is important to include in a future project? 

 Carer conversations, skills and confidence building 

 Outcomes and targets to be clearly communicated to all involved 
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 Online discussion forum 
 
What happens next with this information: it will be incorporated where appropriate into future 
funding bids. The first draft of a Reaching Communities bid is already written, based on existing 
evidence, but not yet submitted so these ideas can be included where appropriate.  
 
These notes will be shared on the CWL website so that all stakeholders can see them.  
 
Short term actions we can take before the end of May include:  
 
“support Returners to know the outcome of the employer recruitment practices”: we can share Part 
3 of the employer toolkit with the Returners that participated in the Breaking Down Barriers 
workshops. 
 
“many of the jobs are not suitable. They require too many hours/days of work just like any job when 
you are fully available”: we can share the jobs boards that specialise in genuine flexible roles, from 
our jobs board research, with Returners. 

We will also be promoting the final part of our employer toolkit, which focuses on how to attract 
Returners in recruitment information including adverts and job descriptions, to employers and using 
our report into jobs boards to raise awareness of the need to provide better access to genuine 
flexible jobs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


